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Introduction. The notion of a separable algebra over a commutative
ring was introduced in Auslander-Goldman [2], which coincides with that of a
maximally central algebra in Azumaya [3] for a central algebra over a local
ring. The basic properties of separable algebras were shown in [2] and [3].

The purpose of this paper is to define the reduced trace and norm of a
central separable algebra over a commutative ring and to prove that a separable
algebra over a commutative ring is a symmetric algebra.

Let Λ be a central separable algebra over a commutative ring R and let
S be a commutative i?-algebra such that 5®Λ^Hom s (P, P) for some finitely

generated, faithful, projective S-module P. Then S is called, according to [2],
a splitting ring of Λ, and especially, if R^S, it is called a proper splitting ring
of Λ. It was proved in [2] that a central separable algebra over a Noetherian
local ring R has a proper splitting ring which is a Galois extension of R. How-
ever, for a general commutative ring R, it is an open problem whether any central
separable 7?-algebra has a proper (Galois) splitting ring. Therefore, our
method, which will be used to defining the reduced trace and norm of a central
separable i?-algebra, is different from the usual one in the classical case (cf.

[4])
In § 1 we shall show that a separable algebra over a general commuta-

tive ring is extended from a separable algebra over a Noetherian commuta-
tive ring, and, in § 2, we shall prove that, in case J? is a commutative ring included
in a semi-local ring, a central separable i?-algebra has a proper splitting ring.

§ 3 is devoted to defining the reduced trace of a central separable i?-algebra
Λ. If Λ has a proper splitting ring, we can define the reduced characteristic
polynomial, trace and norm of Λ by using the characteristic polynomial, trace
and norm of a projective module in [7], and we shall also show that there exist
the analogous relations to the classical case between these and the characteristic
polynomial, trace and norm of an i?-algebra Λ. In the general case, we define
the reduced trace of Λ, by using the above-mentioned result in § 1.

* This work was supported by the Matsunaga Science Foundation.
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An algebra Λ over a commutative ring Ry which is a finitely generated,
faithful, projective i?-module, is called, according to [6], a symmetric R-algebray

if Homie(Λ, R) is Λe-isomorphic to Λ. In the classical theory, it is well known
that any semi-simple algebra over a field is symmetric. However, for a general
commutative ring R, it is an open problem whether a semi-simple i?-algebra is
symmetric or not.

In § 4 we shall prove, as a partial answer to this, that a separable algebra
over a commutative ring is symmetric. This includes the results in Miiller
[10] and DeMeyer [5].

Throughout this paper a ring means a ring with a unit element, and a (semi-)
local ring means a commutative (semi-) local ring which is not always Noetheri-
an.

1. Basic results

First we shall prove, as a generalization of (4.5) and (4.7) in [2],
Proposition 1.1. Let A be an algebra over a (not always Noetherίan)

commutative ring R, which is a finitely generated R-module. Then the following
conditions are equivalent:

(1) A is a separable R-algebra.
(2) For any maximal ideal m of R} Λm is a separable Rm-algebra.
(3) For any maximal ideal m of R, Λ/mΛ is a separable Rjm-algebra.

Proof. The implications (1)=#'(2)=Φ(3) are obvious.
(2)^>(1): We have w.dimy? Λ=sup w.dimΛ* Λm where m runs over all

m

maximal ideals of R. If each Λm is i?m-separable, then we have w.dimΛ*m Λm=0
and so w.dim,\'Λ=0. As Λ is Λe-finitely presented, this shows that Λ is Ae-
projective.

(3)=^(2): Without loss of generality we may assume that R is a local
ring with a maximal ideal tn. Now suppose that Λ/mΛ is Rjxti-separable.
Let R be the Henselization of R and put A=R®A. Then we have RlmJR=R/m

R

and Λ/mΛ = Λ/mΛ. Since R is i?-faithfully flat, we have w.dim^* Λ=w.dirnχ«
Λ and so Λ is Λ*-projective if and only if Λ is Λe-projective. Hence we may
further assume that R is Henselian. Then, for the projective Λe/mΛe-module
Λ/tnΛ, there is a finitely generated projective Λe-module P such that/: P/mP^
Λ/mΛ as Λ*-modules. Since R is local and P, Ae are Λ*-projective, there exist
Λe-epimorphisms/: P->Λ, which induces / on P/mP, and#: Λ*->P such that
fog is the natural epimorphism of Ae onto Λ. The homomorphism/o^ is i?-sρlit
and so / is also P-split. From this it follows directly that/is an isomorphism.
Thus Λ is Λe-projective, which completes our proof.

It is remarked that, by (1.1), we can omit the assumption that R is Noetheri-
an from almost all of results in [2].
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The following proposition will play an important part in § 3.

Proposition 1.2. Let A be a separable R-algebra, which is a finitely gene-
rated, faithful, projective R-module. Then there exist a Noetherian subring R'
of R and a separable Rr-subalgebra Λ' of Λ, which is a finitely generated, faithful^
projective R'-module, such that A=R<ξ§A'.

R'

Proof. Let {λ o=l, λ15 •••, \t} be a set of generators of Λ over R. Let F
be a free i?-module with a basis {w0, uly '",ut}9 and define the i?-epimorphism
/: F->Λ by putting f(ui)=\i for each i. Since Λ is i?-ρrojective, we have an R-

t

homomorphism g: A->F such that f°g=^A- Now we put g(Xi)==^riJUj> rgJ

ei?. Let Ro be the prime ring of R and i?x the polynomial ring over R generated
by {r, y}. Then the module generated by λ0, λx, •••, Xt over Rt is ^-projective.
As Λ is i?-separable, defining the Λe-epimorphism <p: Λβ—>Λ by putting <p(λ, CS)

R

χ5)=λ ι λy, there is a Λe-homomorphism ψ: Λ-^Λe such that φψ=l. Put
and \i\j=^Σltijk\k9 tiJk^R. Furthermore let

j

R' be the polynomial ring over i?0 generated by {r, y}, {siJk} and {tiJk}, and denote
by A' the module over R' generated by λ0, λj, •••, λ f . Then R' is Noetherian,
and A' is an iϊ'-algebra which is a finitely generated, faithful, projective R'-
module, as R' includes all of {r,7} and {tijk}. If we define a Λ^-epimorphism

φ'\ Λ'e-^Λ' by putting 9?/(λ ί®λ5)=λ ίλy and we put 0'(λ, ) = Σ sijΊt(Xj®\k) for
R' jk R'

any /, then, from the fact that Λ is infinitely generated projective, we see easily
that ψ' is the well-defined Λ/e-homomorρhism of Λ' into A!e such that <pΌψ'=lA/.
Therefore A' is a separable R '-algebra. Let a be the i?-algebra epimorphism of
R®Af onto Λ which is defined by a(r®Xi)=r\i, for any r^R. Let tn be a

R' Rr

maximal ideal of R and put p'=mΓiR'. Then we have (/?®Λ')m=/?m ® AV

and so α induces naturally an i?m-algebra epimorphism α m : i?m ® AV->Am.

Since ΛV is Λ'p'-free, am must be an isomorphism. From this it follows im-
mediately that a is an isomorphism. Thus our proof is completed.

2. Central separable algebras with proper splitting rings

Let Λ be a central separable i?-algebra and S a commutative i?-algebra.
If there exists a finitely generated faithful projective S-module P such that

AS(g)Λ^Homs(P, P) as 5-algebras, then *Sis called, according to [2], the splitting
R

ring of Λ. Especially, when SΏ.R, S is called the proper splitting ring of Λ.
First we give, as a slight generalization of [2], (6.3),

Proposition 2.1. Let R be a local ring with a maximal ideal m and A a
central separable R-algebra. Then A has a proper splίttting ring S which is a
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separable R-algebra and a finitely generated free R-module. Especially, if R is

Henselian, then we can choose as S a local ring with a maximal ideal mS.

Proof. By using (1.1) and the Henselization instead of the completion, this

can be proved along the same line as in [2], (6.3).

For a central separable algebra over a general commutative ring R, we can

not assure the existence of the proper splitting ring which is Z?-separable and R-

finitely generated, projective. In this section, we shall consider only the existence

of proper splitting rings. However, we could not prove the existence of a proper

splitting ring for a central separable algebra over a general coefficient ring.

Proposition 2.2. Let R be a commutative ring which is contained in a

semi-local ring. Then any central separable R-algebra has a proper splitting ring.

Especially, this assumption for R is satisfied by a Noetherian ring or an integral

domain.

Proof. It suffices to prove this proposition in case R is itself a semi-local

ring. Let R be a semi-local ring with maximal ideals mx, m2, •••, xnt and put

R'=Rmi®Rm2®-®Rmt. Then R^R' and Λ /®Λ=Λm 1ΘΛm 2θ —ΘΛ m ί .
R

Accordingly to (2.1), there exists a proper splitting ring S{ of Λm, for any i. If

we put 5=ίS10*Sf

2 0 S ί , then we have R<ΞiR'^S and S is a proper splitting

ring of Λ, as is required.

As another case, which is not included in (2.2), we have

Proposition 2.3. Let R be a commutative ring with the total quotient ring

K such that any prime ideal of K is maximal. Then any central separable R-

algebra has a proper splitting ring.

Proof. We may assume R=K. If we denote by n the nil radical of R> then

R/n is, by our assumption, a regular ring (in the Neumann's sense). Therefore

we may further assume that Λ is a finitely generated free .R-module. Let {uλ, u2,

•••, ut} be an i?-basis of Λ with w ^ l , and put w, % = Σ riJkuk, rijk^R. Let Ro

be the prime ring of R, and put Rr=R0[{riJI}] and Ω,r={rίu1-\ \-r'tut\

T h e n Ω' is a central R'-algebra with an R'-basis {uly •••, ut}, and we have
R'

= Λ . Furthermore let R be the integral closure of R' in R. Since i?/π is

regular, any non-zero divisor of R is a unit in Ry and therefore the total quotient

ring K of R can be regarded as a subring of R. From the fact that R is integral

over R', we see that the total quotient ring K' of R' is included in R. Since R'

is Noetherian and KJn Π K is regular, K'jnK' is Artinian, and so Kr is itself

Artinian. If we put Λ'=ϋC'(g)Ω/, then R'®X'=K and, as Kr is Artinian, we
R' Kf

can easily see that Λ is a central separable i^'-algebra. According to (2.1), there
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exists a proper splitting ring F of Λ' which is a finitely generated projective K'-
module. Now put S=F®R. Then S^F, R and S®A=S®R®A'=F®

K/ R R Kf Kf

R® A'=(F®R)®F®Λ'. Consequently, S is a proper splitting ring of Λ,
Kf Kf % Kf

which completes our proof.

3. The trace and norm of a central separable algebra

1. Let R be a commutative ring and P a finitely generated projective R-
module. First suppose that P has (constant) rank n. Then there exists a
commutative ring S^R such that S ®P is a free ^-module of rank n. Let {%,

R

•••, */„} be a S-basis of S®P. I f /^Hom^ (P, P), then/can be regarded as an
R n

element of Homs(S ®P, S®P)y and we can put/(zί7 ) = Σ z/^ ? for some
R R ι = l

Now put PcP(/: * ) = | ί # - . X δ ; y I, TP(/)=traces (sfi) and N P ( / ) = | J ^ | where
X denotes an indeterminate. It can easily be shown by using the localization at
any maximal ideal of R that PcF(/, X)<=R[X] and T P (/), NF(/)<=i? and that
these are determined without depending on S and {uly •••, un}. If P has not
constant rank, there is, by [7], § 2, a unique decomposition R=R1(&~-(BRt such
that any R£®P has rank #t over R£ where w1<w2 </zί, and we have HomjR(P,

P)=il ΘHomΛ.(Λ,.(g)P, Jf?f®P). Let / be an element of Hom^P, P) and/,-

the z'-th component of/. Then we put PcP(/: X)=Σ ΘPcΛί®F(/f: X), T P ( / ) =

Σ ΘT1?t.(g)p(/f ) and N P ( / ) = 2 © ^ ^ ( / . - j and we call them the characteristic
ι = l R ι = l

polynomial, trace and norm of /. It can be easily shown that our definitions
coincide with those in [7].

If Λ is an i?-algebra which is a finitely generated projective i?-module, then we
use PcΔ / i ?(/: X), ΎA/R(f) and N Δ / S (/) instead of PcΛ(f: X), TΛ(/) and NΛ(/).

2. Now we shall define the reduced characteristic polynomial, trace and
norm for a central separable algebra with a proper splitting ring.

Let Λ be a central separable i?-algebra with a proper splitting ring S. Then
there exists a S-algebra isomorphism hs: £<g)Λ=^Homs(PCiS:), PCS)) for some

R

finitely generated projective 5-module Pc s : >.

Proposition 3.1 For any element λ of Λ, Pcpcso(/zs(λ): X) is a polynomial

of R[X] which does not depend on S, P C S ) and hs.

Proof. First suppose that R is a local ring. Then Λ is a projective R-
module of constant rank, and so P c s : > is also a projective 5-module of constant
rank. By replacing S by any extension ring AS" of it and by replacing hs by
ί®hs, Pcpcso(/zs(λ,): X) is invariant, and therefore we may further assume that

s
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P c S ) is 5-free. Then hs induces a 5-algebra isomorphism ks:

such that PcPcsr)(As(λ): X)= \XΈn—ks(X)\. On the other hand, according to
(2.1), there exists a proper splitting semi-olcal ring T of Λ which is i?-free. For
71 we can define, similarly, hτ, P c T ) and kτ. Since Γ is i?-free, we have R®R=

R

S®RΓϊR®T in S®T, and so we may suppose that there is a commutative ring
R R R

U containing both S and T and S (Ί T=R in £/. Now the algebra isomorphisms
ks: S®A^Mn(S) and kτ: T®A^Mn(T) can, naturally, be extended to the U-

R R

algebra isomorphisms &f, k%: ί/<g)Λ^MΛ(?7). Then k%°k% is an [/-algebra

automorphism of Mn(U) and it induces an C/m-algebra automorphism of Mn(Um)
for any maximal ideal of U. As Um is a local ring, it is inner, and so we have
\XEn-kg(\*)\ = \XEH-kf(\*)\ in Um[X] for any λ*e!7®Λ. Hence we

have PcPc«(As(λ): X ) = | Z £ r t - Λ s ( λ ) | = | Z £ Λ - ^ ( λ ) | = | Z £ M - ^ ( λ ) | =
PcPc^(AΓ(λ): X) in C/[-X"]. However, as FcP^(hs(X): X ) G 5 [ X ] and
PcFcr)(λΓ(λ): I ) G Γ [ I ] , we obtain PcPc«(As(λ): X)=PcPcr)(AΓ(λ): Z)Gi?[Z]=
5[X| Π Γ[Z]. Thus PcPcδ)(As(λ): X) is a polynomial of i?[X]. It is obvious
from the above proof that this does not depend on *S, Pc s : > and hs, which com-
pletes our proof for a local ring R.

Let R be a general commutative ring and m a maximal ideal of R. Denote
by λm the residue of λ in Λm and by hSm the 5m-algebra isomorphism: *Sm®Λm^

Rm
HomS m(P^ }, P^) induced by hs. Further let [FcPcs>(hs(\): X)]m be the residue
of ?cPw(hs(Λ): X]) in Sn[X]. Then we see (PcPc«(As(\): ̂ )]m=PcP(j)(ASm(λm):
X). Since, by the preceding argument for a local ring, PcPm(hSm(X): X)&Rm[X]y

we have also [PcPc^(As(λ): X)]mGi?m[X]. Consequently we obtain PcPcso(As(λ):
X)^R[X\. It is also evident in this case that PcPc<s)(As(λ): X) does not depend
on 5, P C S ) andA s .

Now we denote Pcpθso(As(λ): X) by PcrdΛ/i?(λ: X) and we call it the reduced
characteristic polynomial of λ. Furthermore, if we put TrdA/#(X)—Tp(-8θ(As(λ))
and NrdA/jR(λ)=NPc5)(ήs(λ)), then they are elements of R which do not depend
on Sy P C S ) and hs and we call them the reduced trace and norm of λ, respectively.

From our definitions it follows immediately

Proposition 3.2. For any X, X1, λ 2GΛ and any r^R, we have

λ,) + TrdΛ /*(λ 2),

NrdA//e(λ1λ2) = Nrd^CλO NrdΛ//?(λ2)

Especially, if Λ has rank n2 over Ry then we have
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NrdΛ / Λ(rλ) = r" NrdΛ/J?(λ)

From this proposition, it follows that Trd^^ is an R-homorphism of Λ into
R and NrdΛ / / ? is a semi-group homomorphism of Λ into R as the multiplicative
semi-groups.

For any maximal ideal m of R, let [PrdΛ/i?(λ: X)]m be the residue of
PΓdΛ//?(^: X) in (Rlm)[X] and denote by λm the residue of Λ in Λ/mΛ. Now
we can show [PrdΛ/i?(λ: -XΓ)]m=PrdΛ/mΛ/#/m(λm: X). In fact, it suffices to prove
this in case R is a Henselian local ring with a maximal ideal m. However, in this
case, there is, by (2.1), a proper splitting local ring S of Λ such that mS is a
maximal ideal of S and S is a finitely generated free i?-module. Then S/rnS
becomes the splitting field of the classical central separable Rjxti-algebra Λ/tnΛ,
from which our result follows immediately. Accordingly, TrdΛ /# and NrdΛ/#
induce, naturally, TrdΛ / m Λ / i ? / m and Nrd Λ / m Λ / i ? / m , respectively, which coincide
with those in the classical sense. By summarizing these, we obtain

Proposition 3.3. For any maximal ideal m of R, the residue of Vrάh/R in
(Rlm)[X] coincides with PrdΛ/m Λ/ i ? / m. Especially, the residues of TrdA/Λ and
NrdΛ//e in R/m coincide with TrdΛ / m Λ / i ? / m and Nrd Λ / m Λ / i ? / m , respectively.

3. Here we shall determine the relations between the trace (norm) and
reduced trace (reduced norm) of a central separable algebra, which are given in
the same form as in the classical one (cf. [4]).

Assume that Λ is a projective R-module of the constant rank m. Then we
may suppose S®Λ^M M (S), where m=n2. From our definitions, it follows

R

directly that TrdA / j e(l)=»> T Δ / Λ (λ)=n Trd V Λ (λ) and NΛ / / ?(λ)=[NrdΛ /*(λ)f.
In the general case, let R=R1(B -(BRt be the unique decomposition of R such
that 7?t (g)Λ has rank m{ over Rg where /w1</w2< < m ί . Then we can put

B

m—n* for any i. Let et be a unit element of R{ and λ t the z-th component of λ.
Then we obtain

Proposition 3.4. lTrdRi^A/R.(ei)=niei for each i,

TΔ/*(λ) = TrdΛ /*(l) TrdΔ /*(λ) = ±n{ Trd^Λ / 2 ?.(λ,.)

NΛ /*(λ) = ± [ N r d ^ /tf/ΛOP
ι = l

The following result will be used in § 4.

Proposition 3.5. TrdΛAR is an R-epίmorphism of Λ onto R.

Proof. By the remark after (3.2), it suffices to prove that TrdΛ / i ? is an
epimorphism. By virtue of the classical result, for any maximal ideal m of R>
TrdΛ / m Λ / / ? / m is an epimorphism of Λ/mΛ onto Rjm. According to (2.3), then,

^ must be an epimorphism of Λ onto i?,
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Corollary 3.6. The complete image TΛ//?(Λ) qfTA/R is a principal ideal of R
generated by TrdΛ / i ? (1). Especially, Λ is strongly separable if and only if ΎτdA/R

(1) is a unit of R.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of (3.4) and (3.5).

4. As is remarked in § 2, we could not succeed in proving the existence of a
proper splitting ring for a central separable algebra in the general case. Hence
we can not define the reduced characteristic polynomial for a central separable
algebra in the case where we can not show the existence of a proper splitting ring.
However we can define, by using (1.2), the reduced trace for any central separable
i?-algebra Λ. In fact, by virtue of (1.2), there exist a Noetherian subring R'
of R and a central separable R'-algebra Λ' such that A=Rξ§A'. Since Λ'

has a proper splitting ring by (2.2), there exists, according to 2, the reduced
trace TrdΛ///?/: Λ'->i?'. Now we define the reduced trace TrdΛ / 1 ?: A->R, by
putting TrdΔ/Λ(r(g)λ/)=r TrdA//2?/(λ') for any r e/? and for any V G Λ ' . It can be

easily shown that, for any maximal ideal trt of R, the i?m-homomorphism
(TrdΛ / i ?)m: Am-^Rniy which is induced on Λm by TrdΛ/#, coincides with the
reduced trace ΎrdAm/Rχn of Λm defined by using the proper splitting ring of Λm.
Especially, if Λ has a proper splitting ring, TrdA / i ? coincides with that defined
in 2. Furthermore we can also prove (3.2)^(3.6) in this case.

4. The symmetricity of a separable algebra

Let Λ be an i?-algebra, which is a finitely generated, faithful, protective R-
module. We shall consider Λ*=Hom i ?(Λ, R) as a left Λ*-module through the
operations (λ /)(μ)=/(μλ), (f \)(μ)=-f(Xμ) where/eΛ*, λ, /iGΛ. Following
[6], we call Λ a Frobenius R-algebra if Λ* is isomorphic to Λ as left (or
equivalently right) Λ-modules, and, furthermore, is called a symmetric R-algebra
if Λ* is Λe-isomorphic to Λ. From our definitions it follows that any symmetric
i?-algebra is Frobenius.

We begin with

Lemma 4.1. Let S be a symmetric, commutative R-algebra and A a sym-
metric S-algebra. Then A is a symmetric R-algebra.

Proof. By our assumptions we have Λ ~ Homs (Λ, S) as two-sided Λ-modules
and S^HomR(S, R) as ^-modules. So we obtain Homs(Λ, 5)^Hom s (Λ,
Homi?(S, R))^ΆomR(A®S, i?)^HomJ?(Λ, R) as two-sided Λ-modules. This

s

shows that Λ is a symmetric i?-algebra.
It is well known, in the classical theory, that a semi-simple algebra over a

field is symmetric. However, for any commutative ring R, it is an open question
whether a semi-simple i^-algebra is symmetric or not,
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Now we give, as a partial answer to this question,

Theorem 4.2. A separable R-algebra A, which is a finitely generated,
faithful, protective R-module y is a symmetric R-algebra.

Proof. Let C be the center of Λ. According to [2] (2.1), Λ is a finitely
generated projective C-module. By our assumption, Λ is ^-finitely generated
projective, and so C is also a finitely generated projective i?-module, as C is a in-
direct summand of Λ. Since, by [2], A.4, a commutative separable i?-algebra,
which is a finitely generated, faithful, projective i?-module, is symmetric, C must
be a symmetric i?-algebra. Therefore, by (4.1), it suffices to prove our theorem
in case R=C.

Let Λ be a central separable i?-algebra and denote by TrdΛ//2 the reduced
trace of Λ, defined in § 3. Then TrdΛ / i ? is a symmetric 7?-homomorphism of
Λ into R: i.e., we have TrdΛ / i ?(λμ)=TrdΛ Λ R(μ,λ) for any λ, /AGΛ, Hence,
putting Φ(\)(μ)=ΎrdA/R(λμ) for any λ, ^GΛ, Φ is a Λβ-homomorρhism of Λ
into Λ*. By (3.3), for any maximal ideal m of R> TrdΛ / i ? induces naturally the
reduced trace TrdΛ / m Λ / / ? / m in the classical sense on Λ/mΛ, and therefore Φ
induces, naturally, the Λe/mΛe-homomorρhism Φ m : Λ/mΛ->Λ*/mΛ*^(Λ/tnΛ*)
such that Φm(λ)(7z)=TrdΛ/mΛ/i?/m(λτz) for any λ, 72e Λ/mΛ. From the classical
result it follows that Φm is a Λ^/mΛ^-isomorphism. As both Λ and Λ* are
finitely generated projective i?-modules, we can easily see from this that Φ itself
is an isomorphism of Λ onto Λ*. This completes our proof.

We remark that (4.2) was known in some special cases (cf. [2], [5] and [10]).
Finally we give, as an additional remark,

Proposition 4.3. Let A be a central R-algebra which is a finitely generated
projective R-module. Then the follozvίng statements are equivalent:

(1) A is a separable R-algebra.
(2) The R-module Λ/[Λ, Λ] is isomorpkic to R, and, for any maximal ideal m

of R, Λ/mΛ is a semi-simple Rjm-algebra.
Here we denote by [Λ, Λ] the R-module generated by all elements of Λ in the

form Xμ — μX, λ, μEiA.

Proof. (1 )=Φ(2) : Suppose that Λ is a separable i?-algebra. Then the second
assertion of (2) follows from [2], (1.6) and so it suffices to prove Λ/[Λ, A]^R.
Let TrdΛ/ i? be the reduced trace of Λ. Then TrdΛ / i ? is a symmetric 7?-epimor-
phism of Λ onto R, and therefore, putting Ker TrdA/R=K, we have an i?-exact
sequence:

TrdΛ / / ?

Q->K-+A ^ R->0

and i£2[Λ, Λ]. Hence we have only to show i£=[Λ, Λ]. As is shown in § 3,
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TrdΛ / l ? induces naturally the reduced trace TrdΛ / m Λ/ i ? / m of Λ/mΛ for any

maximal ideal m of R, and we have Ker ΎvάA/mκ/R/m=KlmK. However, it is

well known, in the classical theory, that the kernel of the reduced trace of a

central separable i?/m-algebra Λ/mΛ coincides with [Λ/mΛ, Λ/mΛ]. Conse-

quently we must have K/mK^ [Λ/mΛ, Λ/mΛ] for any maximal ideal m of R.

From this we easily see K=[A> Λ], as K is i?-finitely generated. Thus the

implication (1)=> (2) is proved. (2)==>(1). Conversely suppose (2). By (1.1) it

suffices to prove that Λ/mΛ has R/xn as its center. By our assumption we have

an /?-exact sequence:

0 -^ [Λ, Λ] -> Λ - ^ > R — 0 .

This induces an i?/m-exact sequence:

0 -> [Λ, Λ]/m[Λ, Λ] -> Λ/mΛ - ^ > R/mR-^O .

and so we have [Λ, Λ]/m[Λ, Λ]s[Λ/mΛ, Λ/mΛ]. Therefore we have
Λ/mΛ^[Λ/mΛ, Λ/mΛ]0i?/m. On the other hand, since Λ/mΛ is i?/m-semi-
simple, Λ/mΛ is separable over its center C, and then we have Λ/mΛ ^ [Λ/mΛ,
Λ/mΛ]0C. As C^RIm, we see from these that C coincides with R'm. This
completes our proof.
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